1 See Charts. I-XV following page 10s for analyzed elimatologicd data for the month. 700-mb. height anomaly appear in the trough ( fig. 1 ). One center, over the Gulf of St. Lawrence, was the seat of cyclonic activity during the first half of the month, while the other center, off the Carolinas, was prominent during the last 15 days of the month. Likewise, the ridge upstream was characterized by two separate centers of positive 700-mb. height anomaly, one north of Minnesota and the other over Texas. The trough in the southwestern United States was approximately normal in both intensity and position. In the Pacific a deep single-celled Aleutian Low was s0ut.h of the normal position while a strong blocking type ridge dominated Alaska and the Arctic. Blocking was even more pronounced in the eastern Atlantic where a closed warm High was longitudinally superimposed upon a cold cut off Low. As a result below normal heights persisted for the eleventh consecutive month over part of the British Isles [I] [2] .
Further information about the mean circulation for May can be obtained from the field of mean 700-mb. geostrophic wind speed ( fig. 2 ) . Some of the characteristics of the low index state which prevailed during April 121 and persisted during the first part of May are apparent in the mean wind field.
Note the split in the mean monthly jet stream over the United States with one branch going north of the border and the other south of 35' N. Neither of these two jets was particularly strong weak with a minimum speed center located in Nevada. Eastward moving cyclones either crossed Canada along the northern jet or traversed the United States north of the southern jet. However, the most intense and frequent storminess occurred in the regions of low pressure at sea level (Chart XI) and well-pronounced cyclonic vorticity aloft ( fig. 3 ) associated with the troughs along the East Coast, in the mid-Pacific and in western North America. There was also a tendency for the cyclones to move along the major axis of the cyclonic vorticity field at 700 mb. In fact, several cyclones seemed to follow the vorticity channels more closely than they did the monthly mean contours. Perhaps the most pronounced cyclonic activity was associated with the East Coast trough. As the lower latitude portion of this trough intensified after the middle of the month two tropical cyclones developed in the trough. One of these became a hurricane which f i s t travelled southward off the Florida coast and then stalled over the Bahamas before it moved northward toward the Anticyclones during May (Chart IX) clustered and often intensified in the regions of anticyclonic vorticity at 700 mb. (fig. 3 ). There were exceptions however to the tendency for the movement of anticyclones to follow the axis of anticyclonic vorticity a t 700 mb. Some Highs moved directly across regions of cyclonic vorticity but these were mostly shallow cold anticyclones [3] which generally weakened as they passed through these areas. It is interesting to note that no cyclones took the normal path up the St. Lawrence River Valley. This is not surprising, however, since this region was dominated by abnormally strong anticyclonic vorticity a t 700 mb. . 1 ). In the Southwest, the 700-mb. flow relative to normal had a southerly component, while on the West Coast there was weak continental drift relative to normal at sea level (Chart X I inset). The percent,age of sky cover (Chart VI A) was reduced in these areas, except the Northwest coast, and thus sunshine (Chart VI1 A) and solar radiation (Chart VIII) were abundant. The expected departure from normal of these elements is shown in Charts VI B, VI1 B, and VI11 (inset).
Most of New England had above-normal temperatures in May. This was the eighth consecutive month of the prolonged warm regime there. Easterly drift relative t,o normal continued over this area a t both sea level and aloft, (Chart XI inset and fig. 1 ). In earlier months the warming effect of this oceanic drift on New England was quite obvious. However, in May, the sea surface temperatures here are normally cooler than adjacent land temperatures. There is some evidence that the cumulative efTect of the onshore drift throughout the preceding warm months resulted in abnormally warm sea surface temperatures off the New England coast this year. Thus easterly drift relative to normal this month, contrary to the usual condition, actually kept New England warmer than normal.
Temperatures were below normal in the Middle and South Atlantic States as northerly flow to the rear of the trough a t all levels transported more polar air than usual into this region. The weak trough along the northwest border was accompanied by slightly subnormal temperatures in Washington and Montana. The below-normal temperatures which stretched from North Texas to South Dakota were probably the result of heavy rain (Charts 11, 111 A and I11 B) and the accompanying cloudiness (Chart VI A) which reduced the sunshine (Chart VI1 A) and solar radiation (Chart VIII) to well below normal amounts (Charts VI B, VI1 B, and VI11 inset).
Over most of the country LWay was a rather dry month (Chart I11 A and B). In fact, in several areas the shortage of rainfall was critical. The rainfall pattern, however, was broken up in typical summer fashion. Several areas of fairly heavy rain were associated with the trough in the Southwest. Parts of Northern California, Nevada, Oregon and Washington received more than normal amounts of rainfall early in the month. To the east of the trough in Arizona and Utah above-normal rainfall continued with amounts totalling more than 200 percent of normal. Unfortunately, very little precipitation reached New Mexico where serious drought conditions were experienced. Only later in the month was this relieved to some extent as shower activity began over the High Plains. The above-normal precipitation in Wyoming and Montana was connected with the weak trough in the Northwest and several storms which moved northward in the Rocky Mountain region (Chart IX).
The region of heaviest rainfall in the United States was centered in the Texas-Oklahoma Panhandles and southern Kansas where amounts exceeding 300 percent of normal were observed. Another region of heavy rainfall extended from North Platte to Chicago. The relatively dry zone between these centers reflects the discontinuous nature of frontal and shower type rainfall. Since only one cyclone passed through this area during the month, most of the rain in the Plains came from heavy showers and thunderstorms associated with several fronts and squall lines. Maritime tropical air, which was transported from the Gulf into the southern Plains a t a more rapid rate than normal a t sea level (Chart X I inset), supplied the moisture for this heavy rainfall. Some of this convective activity was associated with tornadoes which were more frequent than normal in Kansas and Oklahoma. The heavy rainfall in the Plains States caused many local floods. Serious conditions existed all along the upper Mississippi where levees had been softened by previous weeks of high water.
The small region of heavy rainfall on the mid-Gulf coast of Texas was the result of a cloudburst on the 7th of May in the warm unstable Gulf air preceding a cold frontal passage. A t Palacios the 24-hour rainfall amount was 9.26 inches which alone equals nearly 150 percent of the month's normal rainfall. However the rainfall was so concentrated that both the cloudiness and sunshine were about normal for the month (Charts VI B and VI1 B).
The above-normal precipitation along the East Coast was produced by coastal st'orms and the hurricane moving up the mean trough. This activity was reflected in the fields of relative vorticity at 700 mb. (fig. 3) and its  departure from normal (fig. 4) . Southeastern New England received much of its rain between the 23d and 25th as a slow moving cold front stalled off the coast and a storm center developed on it. By the time this system had finally moved away, it had deposited amounts in excess of 3 inches of rain over the area.
The deep South experienced a serious drought condition that badly retarded the cotton planting. This was associated with stronger than normal ridge conditions a t both sea level and 700 mb. (Chart X I and inset and fig. 1 ). Also related to these conditions was the presence of a center of departure from normal of anticyclonic vorticity over Louisiana (fig. 4) . The only relief came late in the month with a few scattered showers. As might be expected, this drought was accompanied by abnormally low percentages of sky cover (Chart VI), abnormally high percentages of possible sunshine (Chart VII) and excessive solar radiation (Chart VIII) .
